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About Asquith

About Alice Asquith

FOR YOGA,
PILATES &
LIVING IN

Our Founder and Creative Director, Alice
Asquith, comes from a long line of creative
women, her mother, grandmother and
great‑grandmother all designed and made their
own clothes. Her earliest memories include Indian
silks, Harris tweeds, Liberty prints and the sound
of whirring sewing machines.

Ethically made activewear that combines
functionality, comfort and style.

In 2002 she founded Asquith, combining her love
of fabrics and design with two other passions:
yoga and Pilates. From the very beginning it
was crucial that our activewear was ethically
made in the best quality, eco‑friendly fabrics. The
designs had to flatter all women, be extremely
comfortable and work as well on the mat as they
do off, so women could feel good wearing them
wherever they went: the school run, the beach, on
a plane, as loungewear, as well as in the studio.

Our versatile collections are made from the
finest, naturally performing fabrics that are
as soft as they are hard wearing and are
designed for women with busy lifestyles to
feel good anywhere they wear them.
A pared back but luxurious feel is the
Asquith signature. Trends, gimmicks and
logos are given a back seat to feminine and
elegant styles that stand the test of time.

About our logo

Alice’s love of travelling, the arts and nature are
the inspiration behind the collections. Continuous
feedback from customers, yoga and Pilates
teachers ensure that the collections are as
practical and hardwearing as they are beautiful.

Our logo is a vertical row
of seven circles that can
be found on every Asquith
garment. The circles represent
the seven Chakras — the main
centres in our body which
energy flows through.
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Autumn / Winter 2015

THE STARDUST
COLLECTION
At Asquith we are inspired by the natural world.
New colours in our Autumn / Winter 2015
collection include a cool Minty Fresh, a rich
Peacock Strut and a moody Blackcurrant that
showcase some of nature’s most vibrant hues.
If you stop and really take time to look there is
beauty, both natural and man-made, all around
us. This season’s grey, Concrete Jungle, is a
homage to Asquith’s hometown, London. Lipstick
and Jet Black are our colours of choice to take
you straight from the studio to a night out.
As this collection celebrates beauty wherever
you find it, it seemed fitting that our first print
was a star. City or town, desert or sea, stars will
be there — an awe-inspiring constant no matter
where you are in the world.
This season we have updated some of your
favourite, classic Asquith styles and introduced
some new ones. We have designed three new
pairs of leggings: Zip It Leggings (with a zip
at the ankle), OM Leggings (with a fold-over
waist) and ZigZag Leggings (with contrast detail
stitching zig-zagging around the leg). We also
have a new hoody with matching track pants in
soft fleece with this season’s star print, a bra-top
and new styles of t-shirts and racer back tops, all
made in our finest organic cotton and bamboo.
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Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
Lotus Cuff Pants
ASQ–AW–18
Concrete Jungle

05

Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ–AW–15
Blackcurrant
Go Easy Pants
ASQ–AW–14
Blackcurrant

06

Go To 3/4 Tee
ASQ–AW–38
Peacock Strut
Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ–AW–27
Blackcurrant

07

Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Minty Fresh
Lotus Cuff Pants
ASQ–AW–18
Peacock Strut

08

Smooth You Tee
ASQ–AW–20
Concrete Jungle
Flow With It Leggings
ASQ–AW–40
Jet Black

09

Lotus Layer Top
ASQ–AW–39
Peacock Strut / Minty Fresh
Smooth You Leggings
ASQ–AW–25
Peacock Strut
10

Jump To It Tee
ASQ–AW–53
Lipstick / Concrete Jungle
Zip It Leggings
ASQ–AW–46
Concreate Jungle

11

Smooth You Tee
ASQ–AW–16
Blackcurrant
Jump To It Capri
ASQ–AW–47
Jet Black

12

Blissful Wrap
ASQ–AW–06
Peacock Strut
Jump To It Tee
ASQ–AW–53
Minty Fresh / Peacock Strut
Zip It Leggings
ASQ–AW–46
Peacock Strut

13

Warrior Racer
ASQ–AW–41
Concrete Jungle
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Minty Fresh
Lotus Cuff Pants
ASQ–AW–18
Peacock Strut
14

Soul Spun Cami
ASQ–AW–51
Minty Fresh
OM Leggings
ASQ–AW–48
Minty Fresh

15

Be Grace Batwing
ASQ–AW–07
Peacock Strut
Soul Spun Cami
ASQ–AW–51
Minty Fresh
OM Leggings
ASQ–AW–48
Minty Fresh

16

Heavenly Halter Neck
ASQ–AW–19
Peacock Strut
Soul Spun Cami
ASQ–AW–51
Minty Fresh
Hero Tie Pants
ASQ–AW–09
Peacock Strut
17

Boogie Tee
ASQ–AW–45
Concrete Jungle / Blackcurrant
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
OM Leggings
ASQ–AW–48
Blackcurrant

18

Go To Vest
ASQ–AW–35
Blackcurrant
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
Jump To It Capri
ASQ–AW–47
Lipstick
19

Warrior Racer
ASQ–AW–41
Blackcurrant
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
OM Leggings
ASQ–AW–48
Minty Fresh

20

21

Easy Long Sleeve Tee
ASQ–AW–37
Blackcurrant
ZigZag Leggings
ASQ–AW–54
Jet Black

22

ZigZag Racer
ASQ–AW–55
Jet Black
ZigZag Leggings
ASQ–AW–54
Jet Black
23

Bend It Tee
ASQ–AW–13
Peacock Strut
ZigZag Leggings
ASQ–AW–54
Jet Black

24

Soul Spun Cami
ASQ–AW–51
Lipstick
Flow With It Leggings
ASQ–AW–40
Blackcurrant

25

Bend It Tee
ASQ–AW–13
Jet Black
Go To Pants
ASQ–AW–44
Concrete Jungle / Jet Black

26

Be Grace Batwing
ASQ–AW–07
Concrete Jungle
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
Go To Pants
ASQ–AW–44
Jet Black / Concrete Jungle

27

Boogie Tee
ASQ–AW–45
Peacock Strut / Concrete Jungle
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
Zip It Leggings
ASQ–AW–46
Concrete Jungle

28

Lotus Layer Top
ASQ–AW–39
Blackcurrant / Lipstick
Smooth You Leggings
ASQ–AW–25
Blackcurrant
29

Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ–AW–15
Jet Black
Live Fast Pants
ASQ–AW–30
Jet Black

30

Heavenly Halter Neck
ASQ–AW–19
Blackcurrant
Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
Lipstick
Hero Tie Pants
ASQ–AW–09
Blackcurrant
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Fabric information

Bamboo

Bambor®

Organic Cotton

Wicking
Pulls moisture away from
the skin to keep you dry

Breathable
Fabric helps to regulate
body temperature

Wicking
Pulls moisture away from
the skin to keep you dry

Breathable
Fabric helps to regulate
body temperature

Four-way stretch
Contains elastane to maintain shape
and reduce pilling

Breathable
Fabric helps to regulate
body temperature

Four-way stretch
Contains elastane to maintain shape
and reduce pilling

Hardworking & durable
No sheen and fade-resistant rich
colours

Four-way stretch
Contains elastane to maintain shape
and reduce pilling

Naturally anti-bacterial
Stay fresher for longer — ideal for
sensitive skin types

Oeko-Tex® certified
Low carbon footprint, biodegradable
fibres

Naturally anti-bacterial
Stay fresher for longer — ideal for
sensitive skin types

Hardworking & durable
No sheen and fade-resistant rich
colours

GOTS certified organic cotton
Ethically grown and responsibly
manufactured

Hardworking & durable
No sheen and fade-resistant rich
colours

Oeko-Tex® certified
Low carbon footprint, biodegradable
fibres

Chemical-free
Grown with no nasty
pesticides or fertilisers

Oeko-Tex® certified
Low carbon footprint, biodegradable
fibres

Responsibly made
Manufactured from regenerated wood
pulp

Responsibly made
Manufactured from regenerated wood
pulp

Responsibly made
Manufactured from regenerated wood
pulp

Sustainable
Uniquely fast-growing and
environmentally low-impact

Sustainable
Uniquely fast-growing and
environmentally low-impact

Sustainable
Uniquely fast-growing and
environmentally low-impact
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Bambor® Tops

Bamboo Seamless Tops

Bambor: 64% Bamboo Viscose, 24% Organic Cotton, 12% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

82% Bamboo, 13% Polyester, 5% Elastane jersey
Machine wash 30°C.

Live Fast Boatneck
ASQ–AW–15
XS

S

M

L

XL

Great fitting top with a high
neckline and inside bra so you
feel comfortable in any posture.
Great for larger bust sizes or if
you’re worried about showing
your cleavage. This style is also
perfect for wearing under a
jacket with jeans. The top is
made from soft, quality new
improved organic cotton jersey.
The extra length and good
stretch provide great coverage.
Jet Black

Jump To It Tee
ASQ–AW–53
XS

S

M

L

Zigzag Racer
ASQ–AW–55
XL

The gentle gathering detail
at the bust of this V-neck and
extra long length (it covers
your hips) make it the perfect
flattering, eye catching yoga
top. It has a fitted shelf bra in
a contrast colour and deep V
at the back. An instant classic
perfect for yoga and Pilates.

XS

S

M

Soul Spun Bra
ASQ–AW–49
L

XL

Anything but boring, this racer
back top features our playful
contrasting diagonal seaming,
adding a design focus and style
detail to this longer length
top. Crafted in a high-stretch,
breathable fabric.
Jet Black w/
Blackcurrant stitching

Minty Fresh body /
Peacock Strut bra

XS

S

M

L

Seamlessly engineered yoga
bra / crop top with star design
detail and built-in bra support.
Perfect for yoga, this sweatwicking bamboo vest will stay
in place through asanas and
inversions and has a high
neckline and racer back for
extra support during practice. A
great layering piece.
Lipstick

Lipstick body /
Concrete Jungle bra

Minty Fresh

XS

S

M

L

Seamlessly engineered super
soft vest made with naturally
anti-bacterial bamboo. Key
features include cross-strap
detail, inner bra support and
a high neckline to hold and
support during chaturangas.
The extra long length provides
great coverage. This season’s
star pattern gives a fresh new
look while extra shaping gives a
flattering 1950’s corset feel.
Lipstick
Minty Fresh

Blackcurrant

Pages
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Soul Spun Cami
ASQ–AW–51

Pages
11 / 13

Page
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Pages
05 / 08 / 14 / 18 / 19 / 20 / 27 / 28 / 31

Pages
15 / 16 / 17 / 25
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Bambor® Pants
Bambor: 64% Bamboo Viscose, 24% Organic Cotton, 12% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Jump To It Capri
ASQ–AW–47
XS

S

M

L

Live Fast Pants
ASQ–AW–30
XL

Fitted, mid-calf length Capri
pants in softest, improved
organic cotton with a 3x shell
button detail at hem. Designed
with yoga and Pilates in mind,
they offer freedom and the
ability to see lower leg and
ankle movement. Comfortable
elastic at waistband and
flattering seam detail.

XS

S

M

L

Flow With It Leggings
ASQ–AW–40
XL

These flattering, slim leg,
fitted pants are made with
the softest organic cotton and
are perfect for yoga, Pilates
or a workout. The elasticated,
double depth waistband makes
them extremely comfortable
as well as secure. The hip and
side seam details have been
designed to flatter all figures.

Jet Black w/ shell buttons

XS

S

M

L

XL

Flattering, fitted leggings
with a soft elastic waistband,
made in improved quality
organic cotton. Easy-to-wear,
comfortable opaque pants that
are great for movement. Perfect
for yoga, Pilates or a workout.
Jet Black
Blackcurrant

Jet Black

Lipstick w/ shell buttons

OM Leggings
ASQ–AW–48
XS

S

M

Zip It Leggings
ASQ–AW–46
L

XL

Fit meets function with these
flattering leggings. The gentle
fold-over waist hold you in
without restricting movement.
The flattering back seam
detail and flat sewn seam
shaping ensures these fully
opaque leggings are extremely
comfortable and fit you
perfectly. Destined to become
your favourite leggings for yoga
and Pilates!
Jet Black
Minty Fresh

XS

S

M

L

ZigZag Leggings
ASQ–AW–54
XL

These fitted leggings are made
with the highest quality organic
cotton, they hold you in in all
the right places but allow you
to move freely. Key features
include an elasticated waist,
flattering front seam detail and
back contrast zip with reflective
trim. Like all our leggings they
are fully opaque – nobody
needs to see your pants!
Peacock Strut /
Minty Fresh zip
Concrete Jungle /
Lipstick zip

XS

S

M

L

XL

Looking for something a bit
different? These leggings
feature our playful contrasting
diagonal seam stitch detail,
adding a fashion focus to these
full-length leggings. Crafted
in high-stretch, breathable
organic cotton. They have
comfortable, soft elastic at
waistband and are fully opaque.
We will be wearing these with
heels at night too!
Jet Black /
Blackcurrant stitching

Blackcurrant

Pages
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Cotton Slub Jersey Tops

Fleece Styles

100% GOTS Organic Cotton Slub Jersey
Machine wash 30°C

Brush Back American Fleece. 95% GOTS Organic Cotton 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Warrior Racer
ASQ–AW–41
XS

S

M

L

Boogie Tee
ASQ–AW–45
XL

Fashion-forward, easy fitting
vest in softest, drapey textured
organic cotton slub jersey with
contrast neckline and hem
stitching detail. This loose, racer
back top is perfect for layering
over a vest or sports bra and
under a wrap or hoody.

XS

S

M

Smooth You Tee
ASQ–AW–16
L

XL

Add a little 70’s funk to your life.
Fashion-forward, easy fitting
vest in softest, drapey textured
organic cotton slub jersey with
contrast neckline and sleeves.
This loose, 3/4 sleeve top is
perfect for layering over vests
for your yoga and Pilates class.

XS

S

M

L

Blissful Wrap
ASQ–AW–06
XL

Easy-to-wear top in softest,
drapey textured organic cotton
slub jersey with back dart
detailing and a wide waistband
to wear at hip length. This is the
perfect top for exercise or to
wear every day.
Concrete Jungle

Concrete Jungle /
Minty Fresh stitching

Concrete Jungle Body /
Blackcurrant arms & neck

Blackcurrant /
Lipstick stitching

Peacock Strut Body /
Concrete Jungle arms & neck

Blackcurrant

XS

S

M

Wear Everywhere Hoody
ASQ–AW–52
L

XL

An Asquith classic and
bestseller, now made with the
softest, drapey textured organic
cotton slub jersey. A versatile,
flattering and comfortable
wrap-around cardigan that
offers three great looks: tied at
the front, loose at the sides or
tied around the back. The soft V
neckline and cleverly cut panels
are flattering and provide good
coverage, whilst allowing for
great movement.

XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy fitting zip jacket in super
soft, brushed fleece with
starburst print detail bursting
from the pockets. The Wear
Everywhere Hoody will keep
you snug while you warm up in
your yoga or Pilates class, or
with jeans while out and about.
Concrete Jungle w/
Blackcurrant print detail

Wear Everywhere Track Pants
ASQ–AW–43
XS

S

M

L

XL

Easy fitting track pants in super
soft, brushed fleece. Featuring
a flattering rib waist with
elastic, drawer cord tie and
back pocket detail. Supremely
comfortable pants that are
perfect for yoga and Pilates, or
just for wearing out and about.
Concrete Jungle

Minty Fresh
Peacock Strut

Pages
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04 / Back cover
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04 / Back cover
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Bamboo Tops
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Heavenly Halter Neck
ASQ–AW–19
XS

S

M

L

XL

This top is made with ultra
soft bamboo jersey. The tie
neck allows you to adjust
neck depth so you can wear
it as high or low as you like.
The flattering wide jersey
band at the hem of this
top conceals your waist
and hips, allowing your
shoulders to shine — making
you feel sexy and feminine.
Peacock Strut
Blackcurrant

Go To Vest
ASQ–AW–35
XS

S

M

Go To 3/4 Tee
ASQ–AW–38
L

XL

A slim fitting bamboo vest
top with a softly rounded
neck and 10mm binding at
neckline and arm. With this
season’s star print on the
back for a fresh new look.
Ideal for larger bust sizes
and concealing cleavage.
This longer length top has
good stretch and gives
great coverage of hips.
Perfect for wearing under a
jacket with jeans.

XS

S

M

L

Bend It Tee
ASQ–AW–13
XL

A slim fitting 3/4 sleeve
bamboo top which with a
soft round neckline and
10mm binding at neckline
and arm. Ideal for larger
bust sizes and concealing
cleavage. This longer
length top has good stretch
and gives great coverage
of hips. Perfect for wearing
under a jacket with jeans.

XS

S

M

Easy Long Sleeve Tee
ASQ–AW–37
L

XL

Extra long, fitted bamboo
jersey T-shirt with side
gathers at the hip to keep
the top in place, also acting
as a flattering detail to
cover up the tummy, hips
and bottom! Features cap
sleeves and soft boat neck.

XS

S

Pages
19

Minty Fresh
Peacock Strut
Blackcurrant

Blackcurrant

Page
07

Pages
24 / 26

XL

Relaxed fit, wide neck
cover up with long cuffs.
Perfect for your practice
when it’s cooler. A great
layering piece with a wide
waistband that can be worn
long over hips, this soft
bamboo jersey top flatters
every figure.

Blackcurrant

Pages
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L

Jet Black

Peacock Strut

Peacock Strut

M

Pages
04 / 22

Be Grace Batwing
ASQ–AW–07
XS

S

M

L

XL

Our bestselling top
updated with a contrast
starburst print on the back
for a fresh new look. Gently
shaped, soft neck, batwing
sleeve top in super soft
drapey bamboo fabric. It is
fitted at the hip to stay in
place during yoga or Pilates
but also looks great worn
day-to-day. An easy to wear
top that’s great if you want
to cover up your tummy.

Lotus Layer Top
ASQ–AW–39
XS

S

M

L

XL

This bamboo jersey top
has two layers in contrast
colours. The built in bra
layer offers great support
and is made with organic
cotton. It sits beneath a
sleeveless blouson top in
bamboo that creates a soft
silhouette with its scooping
neckline, racer back and a
self-fabric tie hem, which
can be worn either on the
waist or the hips.

Peacock Strut /
Minty Fresh stars

Peacock Strut Bra /
Minty Fresh Bamboo Top,

Concrete Jungle /
Lipstick stars

Lipstick Bra /
Blackcurrant Bamboo Top

Pages
04 / 16 / 27

Pages
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Bamboo Pants
95% Bamboo 5% Elastane
Machine wash 30°C

Smooth You Leggings
ASQ–AW–25
XS

S

M

L

XL

Fitted, full-length leggings with
integrated fold-over skirt to
cover your bottom and provide
extra coverage — no pants
on show here! Made bamboo
fabric that has excellent stretch
capabilities, making them a
perfect workout pant.
Peacock Strut
Blackcurrant

Hero Tie Pants
ASQ–AW–09
XS

S

M

L

XL

These are our best-selling,
super soft, drapey bamboo
jersey trousers. They are the
perfect antidote for tricky leg
length issues as they have side
ties at the hem in self fabric,
meaning they can be worn tied
up at the knee or tied at the
ankle, so whatever your leg
length, they fit! The soft elastic
at the waist gently hold you in
and provide added comfort.
Peacock Strut
Blackcurrant

Pages
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Go To Pants
ASQ–AW–44

Pages
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XS

S

M

Lotus Cuff Pants
ASQ–AW–18
L

XL

The perfect dynamic pants!
A semi-fitted track pant,
in soft bamboo jersey with
elasticated waistband, cuff
detail at hem and contrast side
stripe. Supremely comfortable,
they allow great freedom of
movement for yoga or Pilates
but we bet you will be wearing
them everywhere.

XS

S

M

L

Go Easy Pants
ASQ–AW–14
XL

You won’t want to take these
super soft, drapey Bamboo
jersey trousers off! These
unbelievably comfortable
trousers have contrast colour
detail at the waist in self-fabric
and are the perfect cure for leg
length issues! The soft elastic
and foldover flatter the waist
and provides extra comfort.

Concrete Jungle body /
Jet Black stripe

Concrete Jungle Body /
contrast waistband

Jet Black body /
Concrete Jungle stripe

Peacock Strut Body /
contrast waistband
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XS

S

M

L

Heavenly Harem Pants
ASQ–AW–27
XL

Super comfortable, relaxed
fit, elegant pants in softest,
drapey bamboo jersey. With
a supportive deep roll down
waistband long enough to
cover your bottom, they’re the
ultimate in comfort as well as
being supremely flattering. For
yoga, Pilates, lounging and
travel — wear them everywhere.
Blackcurrant

Page
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XS

S

M

L

XL

Instant bestsellers! Relaxed
fit, 7/8 length harem pants
in soft bamboo jersey. Deep
elasticated cuffs that stay in
place during yoga practice.
Flattering cut (which conceals a
multitude of sins) with gathering
detail and side pockets.
Peacock Strut
Blackcurrant

Pages
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+ 44 (0)207 792 9414
contact@asquithlondon.com
www.asquithlondon.com

